4DAYS WATER SPORT + ULUWATU Temple +
TAMAN NUSA CULTURAL PARK
Package Code : EB-FIT.
Valid Till: March 2017

Itinerary : Private AC vehicle, English speaking guide, WATER SPORT Activity & ULUWATU
TOUR, mineral water on tour, entrance fee, meals included (as specified).
D1. Pick up at the airport & transfer to hotel.
D2. After breakfast, Morning : WATER SPORT Activity in TANJUNG BENOA BEACH
including 1 round of BANANA BOAT ride & visit TURTLE ISLAND by Glass bottom
boat, (Optional water Sports can be taken at guest own account). Noon Transfer for Chinese set
lunch at local Restaurant.
After lunch : ULUWATU TEMPLE TOUR. Visit to ancient Hindu temple located on top of the cliff
jutting out to the ocean over 100 meters above the sea level. It is a spectacular view from the
splash of the wave all the times under the natural rocky cliff combining with the stunning Sunset.
Many holy monkeys around the temple courtyard which is believed as guardian of the temple.
Then back to hotel for shower and to be ready for dinner.
Evening : Transfer for having Indonesian buffet Dinner (“All You can Eat”) at local Restaurant.
(L/D)
D3. After breakfast, Visit TAMAN NUSA is an Indonesian Cultural park that aims to offer
comprehensive information on the cultures of Indonesia’s various ethnic groups in attractive and
interactive ways, set against the natural beauty of Bali. Taman Nusa is a new destination and
the only place to see the whole of Indonesian culture in Bali, with more than 60 traditional
houses and some of which are hundreds of years old.
In just two hours visitors get to feel as if they have experiences and travelled around Indonesia.
Guests are invited to see traditional arts and crafts being made by talented craftsmen as well as
participate in traditional dances and music such as the Kolintang from North Sulawesi and the
Angklung from West Java.
Noon : Indonesian set lunch will be served. (B/L/-).
D4. After breakfast, Free arrangement and departure transfer to Airport (-).
PACKAGE PRICE is PER PERSON on land fee above and it does not include any
Accommodation. VALID till MARCH 2017.
1 pax travelling alone is at US$ 263.00
2-4 pax is at US$ 159.00
5-8 pax is at US$ 134.00
Child as a 3rd person : 2-10 years at 30% off.
(EBD-120916)
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